[C] BASIC SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
BELOW ARE THE BASIC SETUP INSTRUCTIONS AND BEST PRACTICES TO HELP YOU LAYOUT YOUR
STUDIO SPACE AS EFFICIENTLY AND EFFECTIVELY AS POSSIBLE
NOTE: The following instructions are assuming the use of a webcam with 78-Degree Field of View. If your camera
captures a wider/narrower range, minor adjustments from what is written will be needed for optimal positioning.

BASIC PHYSICAL SETUP
A) STEP 1
Identify an area of at minimum 5-ft x 6-ft or larger. Ideally, this area will include an uninterrupted wall along one
side (this wall will be the backdrop for your recording and streaming). A room in which the light can be controlled
is also recommended. This is a convenient time to hang or mount the black backdrop sheet on the wall. The
method of attachment is left to the customer; however, you should attempt to minimize wrinkles or creases in the
fabric. A mounting method that allows the sheet to be pulled-tight is preferred, but not necessary. Ironing the
sheet may also be helpful.
B) STEP 2
Position the LightBoard table/desk centrally along the designated backdrop wall. A clearance of approximately 2-ft
between the wall and the desk is recommended.
C) STEP 3
Position the LightBoard on the desk, centered with respect to the backdrop-wall. The LightBoard writing surface
(the glass or acrylic) should be approximately 32 to 36-in from the wall. Note: Lifting the LightBoard onto the desk
requires 2 people.
Backdrop Wall
24-in

32 to 36-in
Desk/Stand
Desk/Stand

The height of the LightBoard should be adjusted such that the lower edge of the LightBoard glass (or acrylic) is
approximately level with the presenter’s elbows (with their arms at their sides). The height of the LightBoard can
be adjusted using the functionality included with either a manual-crank or electric sit-stand desk. Manual height
adjustment (and responsibility for stability) is left to the customer.
D) STEP 4
Clean the LightBoard using the recommended cleaning procedure. Pay particular attention to the camera-side of
the LightBoard glass. This side will be more difficult to access after the setup is complete.
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E) STEP 5
Position the webcam (or other camera) on a tripod or other support structure (not supplied) approximately 32-in
from the LightBoard glass. The height of the camera should be approximately equal to the center of the glass. This
will minimize ‘keystone’ effects in the video frame.
Backdrop Wall

32-in

F) STEP 6
Connect a laptop computer to the USB Camera and position it on the LightBoard desk. Position the laptop such
that the presenter can view the laptop screen ‘through’ the LightBoard glass. The laptop should be opened to a
wide angle to avoid reflections. Connect an extra monitor, microphone, or any other computer peripherals. A
wireless keyboard and mouse are convenient but not necessary. If an additional monitor is used, the monitor
support-stand should be removed so the monitor can be positioned ‘flat’ on the LightBoard desktop beside the
laptop computer.
G) STEP 7
Turn on the computer and navigate to the software supplied with your camera, or any other software that will
display the video feed from the camera. Stand between the backdrop wall and the LightBoard in the position of a
presenter. Ensure that your camera is set to “Widescreen” (16:9) display mode. With the room lights on, you
should see a video-feed of yourself standing behind the LightBoard. Adjust the position of the LightBoard on the
desktop so the left & right sides of the aluminum frame is just outside the view of the camera. If either the top or
bottom frame is visible, adjust the camera accordingly. Note: The measurements in these instructions have been
tested using a Logitech HD Pro C920 Webcam with a ‘field-of-view’ in the range of 78-degrees in widescreen-mode.
You may need to adjust the set-up distances if your camera has a different field-of-view.
Private Notes / Cleaning Space

Camera Viewing Area

Private Notes / Cleaning Space

NOTE: the camera will NOT cover the entire glass area; Don’t Panic! This is
intended: this space is used for Private Notes for the Presenter as well as
extra space to assist in cleaning and quickly wiping away residue out of the
cameras field of view!
If you are still having difficulty fitting your camera into the screen area without
capturing the frame, or area/walls outside of the backdrop coverage, try
switching your settings in OBS (or other software in use) to 60 Deg instead.
Minor physical adjustments in camera position and screen position may be
needed to accommodate.
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H) STEP 8
Attach the camera-tent fabric (long-side) to the top of the LightBoard frame using the clips provided. Center the
fabric so there is an equal length on either side. Position the camera tent-pole just behind the camera tripod and
adjust the height of the pole so the top of the pole is approximately the same height as the top of the LightBoard
frame. Carefully lift the free-end of the fabric and drape it over the top of the pole; use a clip to connect the fabric
to the pole a few inches from the top of the pole. Check the video-feed to make sure the tent-fabric is not
obstructing the camera; adjust accordingly. Use clips to connect the fabric on the sides of the frame as required.
The fabric should be reasonably tight, but not to the extent that it topples the tent-pole.
Backdrop Wall

Backdrop Wall

Clips

Camera Tent
Tent Pole

I)

STEP 9

Position the two presenter lights on either side of the LightBoard desk. The lights should be 2 to 3-ft away from
the LightBoard frame, and they should be aimed at the presenter. Turn on the lights and adjust their position to
illuminate the presenter but minimize the illumination of the backdrop. This should be done with the ‘room’
overhead lights turned off and any blinds or curtains closed. The brightness and colour of the presenter lights are
adjustable. If there is a glare from the lights in the video-feed, make sure the camera-tent is properly positioned.
If there is a reflection from the laptop screen or additional monitor screen, adjust them accordingly.
Backdrop Wall

Presenter Light

J)

Presenter Light

STEP 10

The basic physical setup is now complete. The remainder of the setup involves recording or streaming software, as
well as the software that controls your camera. As a quick-start guide, the following settings are recommended:
turn camera brightness down to about 60-70% of the default value (this is what makes the black-backdrop
‘disappear’), disable auto-focus, auto white-balance, auto-exposure, and auto low-level light adjustment. A
resolution of 1280x720 works well for streaming and recording, although higher resolutions may be preferred for
recording-only. For smaller writing on the LightBoard the ‘sharpen’ feature of the camera software can be useful.
If colour is important in your videos, you may also wish to customize the related settings in your camera and/or
recording software.
PRO-TIP: When your camera is centered, there will be about a 1-inch strip at the top & bottom of your LightBoard canvas
which the camera will not see; This can be used as a writing space for Personal/Private notes during your session!
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BY THE END OF THIS GUIDE, THIS IS WHAT YOUR SETUP SHOULD LOOK LIKE:
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